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THE END OF AN EPIC
 BY Yuvaraja.R    
               

I MBA-A

 the class of his game

“CRICKET IS OUR RELIGION

 SACHIN IS OUR GOD”

“DO CRIME WHILE SACHIN IS BATTING 

BECAUSE THE GOD IS BUSY IN 

WATCHING HIS GAME”

“CRICKET IS OUR RELIGION

 SACHIN IS OUR GOD”

“DO CRIME WHILE SACHIN IS BATTING 

BECAUSE THE GOD IS BUSY IN 

WATCHING HIS GAME”

       The master blaster is in everyone's hearts who ever watched cricket. He is 
the man who has created a standard in the hearts of the not only among the 
Indians but also among the cricket lovers all over the world. Some of the
quotes portraying Sachin are 

hearts
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he master blaster Sachin Tendulkar had 
finally announced his retirement in ODI 
(Dec 23 2012). The master's decision of 
retirement from ODI had created 

dissatisfaction among the cricket lovers, why not 
the class man's contribution to the Indian cricket 
was enormous. From the day when he had his 
debut against Pakistan, the man was just 16 years 
and 189 days. He was the second youngest player 
in the cricket history.

        Later, the name Sachin Tendulkar itself create 
a threat among the opponent bowlers. He is one 
of the main reasons that the Indian cricket team 

 T

among the world of cricket. The



  The father of cricket Sir Donald Bradman said that “I saw him playing on

television and was struck by his technique, so I asked my wife to come look at

him. Now I never saw myself play, but I feel that this player is playing much 

the same as I used to play, and she looked at him on television and said yes, 

there is a similarity between the two high compactness, technique, and stroke 

production. It all seemed to gel”. Clive Loyd the captain of the two world cup 

winning West Indies said that “He is a tremendous cricketer. He has got a lot 

of ability. He's got his own style. He has got the temperament for big cricket

 

    

The little master Sachin Tedulkar had 
achieved a lot in the international cricket. 
Some of the best that he had achieved are as 
follows:-      

· The first man to reach 100th century 
in the international cricket and also 51 
test centuries and also the first man to 
score double century in an ODI match. 

· The most number of runs scored by an 
individual in a world cup series, most 
number of run   in the 1996 World cup 
- 523 runs at an average of 87.16. 
Latter the record was broken by him; 
most number of runs in the 2003 
World cup, 673 runs in 2003 Cricket 
World Cup, highest runs by any player 
in World Cup cricket matches. 

· Most number of man of the match 
awards (62) in the ODIs. 

· Most number of man of the series 
awards (17) in ODI series 

· First player to have scored over 100 
innings of 50+ runs in ODIs. 

 
         

         The passion for the man is not diminishedfor the last 23 years of his carrier.

It’s difficult to make place in heart of the people, but he made that by his bat. Now

it’s difficult to dismiss him from our hearts. He is really a masterpiece of cricketing 

world. He may retire from the game of cricket but not from the people's heart.

The records revels his contributions to the Indian cricket team.

        

and I hope that he goes from strength to strength”

January 2013
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By Jai Shankar-I MBA

Thirumoorthy Iyyappan-I MBA 

January 2013

Launch of The Month
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BlackBerry

                    M ike Lazaridis cracked the creation of blackberry 10 OS with  

amazing technology and gives the user a truly unique rich experience. 

Developers of 10 OS create a leading position 

apps competing with Apple and Google’s 

android. It heels the promise of smooth touch 

with flipside of touch screen and keyboard. The 

highlights of Os hold the features of BlackBerry 

Tablet.  Blackberry team yields the active 

concentration on achieve the customer dreams to 

become a true. The most awaiting product is yet 

to be launched on January 30 of this year. 

CONCOCTION



Gizmo of credence

Au courant of Micromax set forth to 

MICROMAX A110 CANVAS 2 of dual core 

processor of lavish experience with 16.8 

million colors of graphics. It shells out the 

user the busy life going with the coeval usage 

of dual sim.  The Scheduled power off option 

and sim management option add the special 

features of multi tasking and gaming 

experience which makes user the mind 

blowing. You must be wondered how

well it going to suit you. Micromax 

works so diligently in making the 

s p e c i a l  g i z m o m o r e  c r e d e n c e .  

January 2013
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       An impulse purchase or impulse buy is an unplanned decision made to buy a product or 

service, just before a purchase. Impulse buying research began in the 1950s. The initial study 

concerned supermarket purchases made by the Firm Division of the DuPont Company. Impulse 

buying has been considered a pervasive and distinctive phenomenon in the American lifestyle and 

has been receiving increasing attention from consumer researchers and theorists. Less effort has 

been directed toward determining the factors that underlie the tendency to buy impulsively. One who 

tends to make such purchases is referred to as an impulse purchaser or impulse buyer. When store size 

increases, it becomes necessary that the impulse purchase also increases correspondingly to the 

turnover of the store. Impulse buying is a result of promotional stimuli and that buying items are 

not decided in advance in a customer’s mind before starting a shopping trip.

                  

 

Now a days, the retailing industry has developed into a more mature stage. Within an 

intensively competitive market, it is difficult for retailers to take advantages from products, prices, 

promotions, and retailing networks.  Due to retail channel propagation and huge size retail stores 

they are putting more efforts to induce more impulse purchase.  Every retail store, whether 

organized or unorganized, attempts to attract customer to make an impulse purchase towards its 

products and services. Retail stores provide products that meet consumer’s needs and influence 

them to make an impulse purchase.

 Merchandising, Store environment, Emotional factor, Brand awareness, Store image, Social 

image, Festival season these are the factors which influence impulse buying. Consumer pick stores 

at random to shop or they have particular stores which they are most likely to visit for a particular 

shopping task. It’s most likely that they do have their own favorite stores where they like to shop. 

Perhaps what makes consumers to favor these stores over others is the positive experience that they 

had when they shopped last time. So it's all about the shopping experience. 

By M.Karthika

Asst Professor-KVIMIS

January 2013
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           Some of the measures were taken by retailers to improve and differentiate the shopping 

experience for their customers. “Special sale price” would motivate them to make an impulsive 

purchase. Impulse items appeal to the emotional side of consumers as against a logical sequence of 

consumers' action. The impulse purchases made from a large store must be large enough to justify 

the investment and turnover of the store as compared to a smaller-size store. Store size plays an 

important role in determining customers' impulse purchases. Impulse purchases were different in 

different stores. Surprisingly, store ambience had little influence on impulse purchases made by the 

shoppers. One of the reasons for such a result could be that the customers perceive big retail stores to 

be costlier than small stores. The tendency of a person to make impulse purchasing increases if he/ 

she are very happy, in depression or stressful. Managing store image has been crucial for retail 

success. Product related to females can be displayed in attractive way. This is because females do 

most of the impulse purchase, because usually women buy for the whole family, 

not only for themselves. 

January 2013
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OF 
STRONGEST 
NETWORK

FORMULA

Mr. Subhasish ChakrabortyMr. Subhasish Chakraborty

          The guaranteed service of time is an aim of a strongest 

network of Courier and Cargo Ltd Company DTDC which is now one

of the biggest end to end logistics service providers with 6000 

franchises. The builder of the DTDC is Mr. Subhasish Chakraborty

who found the formula of developing the business through 

franchising within a year. He was born in a middle class family in 

Calcutta University and pursued Advance Management Program from Indian School of 

Business, Hyderabad.

By Senthil Kumar. N
    Assistant Professor,KVIMIS

OF 
STRONGEST 
NETWORK

FORMULA

January 2013

EMERGING COMPANY

                                          In the year 1981, the Managing Director of Peerless an

insurance agency Mr.B.K. Roy encouraged Subhasish to land up in Bangalore 

to build the business in south during his employment in the company.He showed 

his faith on him and he was a good performer. After working in peerless for 6 years 

at Bangalore, he understood his potentiality in starting his own business. As he is from 

Chemistrybackground he wished to start the chemical production enterprise. For that he

thought he must learn about the distribution side of the business.

10 

Kolkata with a dream laid out clearly. He is Gold medalist in Chemistry (Hons) from
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In the year 1987, to understand the dynamics of distribution he commenced a 

small distribution agency in Bangalore, Chennai and Hyderabad. His postal service experience 

wasn’t great. At that period he realized a huge gap between what postal service offered and what 

customer required. He made a study on a  particular courier company for a month and found the 

business interesting. Here is when the DTDC was born in 26th July 1990. He also designed the 

franchisee model in the year 1991 and it was the first supply chain and logistic company in India to 

introduce franchisee model with small capital funding.

                    In the short period of time the DTDC expanded its operation across the countries 

creating one of Indian’s Largest Domestic Delivery Network. It serves over 10000 pin codes

across the nation.

The fabulous vision of ‘Sharing of Wealth’ that went on to extend 

entrepreneurship opportunities for urban and rural population as well.  DTDC is now running a 

special project to facilitate subsidized outlets for Ex-Army personnel who suffered injuries in the 

course of their duty.

DTDC seeks to do business in India's key trade partners and countries with a large 

Indian population. Fund raising has not been an issue for the company largely because of its 

franchise model. Every franchisee added more cash in the company offers and not just from the 

revenue generated by new outlets. A franchisee in a metro pay a security deposit of Rs 1 lakh. The 

deposit for an international franchisee ranges between $5,000 and $10,000 depending on location. 

DTDC aims to cross Rs.1000 crore to reach the milestone by 2015 on its Silver Jubilee Year.

January 2013
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EMPOWERMENT

MANAGMENT TERMS
 by Sujitha.B I MBA
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     Empowerment means transfer
of responsibility of satisfying 
c u s t o m e r s t o e m p l o y e e s . I t 
means that the employees own 
the process of satisfying the 
customers.

     The initiative for improvements 
have to be taken by employees 
themselves and they should not
wait for management to initiate.



GAG 
CLAUSE 

 Gag cl e efe s o n aus  r r t a

e p lo e t c n t r c  inm ym n o a t  

which he oyees ar   t  empl e

or e ed not o s  t  d r  t  peak of he

conf ia l inf mat i  ident  or on

about the a izat on 's org n i

t ade crets pr i arr  se or opr et y

 nf mati n.i or o

MATRIX 

TORGANIZA ION

  The Matri or t  i  combin t    x ganiza ion s a a ion

 wo  ore organi atio l stru t eof t or m z na  c ur  

consists o  iff e t functio l d par ents f d er n na  e tm  

wi ge ber of pr jec s. he tea sth lar  num  o t T m

 ha e to repor  un r t author tiesv  t de wo i .
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      Onboarding is the process of organizational 

socialization for the new hires within the 

company.  It means the general formalities 

of filling up of employment forms, orientation, 

training, playing corporate videos, lectures, etc.

ON 
BOARDING

 

                It is an organization of experts 

which are mostly non- profit organization. 

It performs research and advocacy regarding 

the society, science, technology,industry 

or business.

T HINK ANKT 

January 2013
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PROBAT ON - I

                   T e employer i l check    h  w l  

he potentiality of a person to fit certait  n

ro e and take correcti e io in a trail l v  act n 

period of first few months of a  employment. n

     To ke fre  f ome h ng  ma  e o s t i

 unwanted  It ca  be r movi g of. n e n

 inform t on from the fil s hat do a i e t

no  posses any va ue or rem ving t l o

peopl  who a  felt undesi ble e re  ra

from a group.

URGP E

REBATING
        The technique used in sales

 promotion by manufacturer or retailer

 where they offer customers to refund/ 

deduction for some portion of money

 paid by them.

January 2013
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BOOK REVIEW16
By Ramya Rajendran,

Asst Professor, KVIMIS.



STEVE JOBS BY WALTER ISSACSON

17

January 2013

The author Walter Issacson is the CEO of Aspen Institute and also been in the 

management team of CNN and Times magazine earlier. He had already written biographies of 

some distinguished men from last century and he has written the biography of Steve Jobs 

which cannot be left out in the list. Steve Jobs is the co-founder of Apple, who had created a 

legacy for him as well as for his brainchild. This book portrays how Jobs personality is adhered 

into his companies –Apple, NeXT and Pixar. 

Issacson has worked for around two years on this project by interviewing Jobs, his 

family, colleagues, and rivals. It gave the author to understand one of the best men in this era. 

He had clearly described Job's nature of binary view on the products, designs and also on the 

people. When I read this book, I have understood that this is not an in-house book which 

appreciates his hero always. The author turns out to be one of the best critics to Jobs which I 

never fail to notice. It happened apparently when Jobs abandoned her daughter, when talking 

about products/peoples, and so on. Issacson had discussed the same with him and it became 

the hot spot.

The biography goes on until his retirement from Apple from since before he had born. 

The author had clearly portrayed the real Jobs and his emotions, mood swings. Also he did not 

miss out the revolution that Jobs has created in three decades in different industries: 

computers, animated movies, music, phones, tablet computing, publishing. 

When I start reading this huge book, I really thought it is going to be techy with a lot of 

jargons. But it turned out to be in very simple language revealing more information about the 

origin of Apple computers, iPod, iPhone, iPad, etc. If you are a techy and want to know how the 

idea/creativity got transformed into some of the greatest gadgets of the world, this book is a 

recommendation.



18 COVER STORY by C. Sreenivasan-I MBA
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         I feel that its girls responsibility to take care
of themselves because today’s generation is changed to a
complete western culture where outfits and traditional 
cultures are transformed. The internet and networks are 
also stands as a major reason for youth to spoil their 
behavior. The government cannot protect each and every
female in a nation. According to Sec 302 (rape case), the
person is given with a brutal punishment of hanging to 
death. The government is an only mean which can ban 
the unwanted adult videos and provide all possibility 
to protect female from such kind of act. As far 
government give importance only to metropolitan 
cities where the partiality is shown and human rights 
are not equal among all states and nations. 

S. Deepak Kumar B.Com., BL., 

Advocate

Mr. S. Velusamy BA., LLB.,

Advocate

Dr. R.T. Vinod Rajkumar MS., DNB., Mch., FCD., 

Consultant, 

Laparoscopic Surgeon 

       Nowadays, media plays a major role in spoiling 

the youth and their culture. Teens are getting addicted 

to drugs. This proves that our country is getting 

westernized and leads to the rates of petty crimes like 

eve teasing are getting increased. So it is to be treated 

effectively with proper punishment. Women should 

learn to defend themselves in times of critical 

situations. This is because government cannot protect 

each and every woman. When the circumstance turns 

that way the mercy should not be shown to the 

captives. It is impossible to minimize the victims until 

people understand what the life is all about.

             Rape incident all over the country are the hot topic 
for the media recently. As a lawyer I feel controlling such 
incident only through the strong judicial system is not 
possible unless the men feel it is not their rights to rape a 
women. We have to impart the strong values among men 
during their early life through sex education in schools and 
colleges. As well as we should approach this problem 
behaviorally. Government should give capital punishments 
in public (like Arabian countries) through its special fast 
track courts. Sometimes the nook and corner of the law 
gives confidence to those culprits and also helps to escape 
the punishments after the trail in court which is happening 
all over the country. So it is the responsibility of the 
government to take steps for fair judgment to the victims.
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